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Executive Summary 

Today, the need to plan adequately for 
students’ academics has never been so 
exigent. This is as a result of changing 
times and expectation of parental/ 
sponsors’ responsibilities.  

Many students who enter the 
university for the first time got 
perplexed when they see the school 
fees schedule for the first time. To 
me, this is not supposed to be so. 
Students are supposed to see the cost 
implications even before they buy 
JAMB form. This is to ensure that 
adequate planning is put in place or at 
least, the expected cost is known to 
avoid aborting halfway.  

Many students saw school fees for the 
first time and they never came back 
for their files/processing again. To 
them, the fees are outrageous. But 
sometimes, it is not the fees that are 
outrageous. It is however, the way we 
see things to be. This is because cheap 
education comes with the problem of 
poor educational standard, hence, 
sponsors must understand the 
imperative for quality education. 

I sincerely believe that this document 
will guide admission seekers, freshers 
and returning students, parents, 
guardians, tutors and sponsors in 

preparing for academic life of their 
wards.  

I expect you to see this document as a 
tangible estimate towards 
understanding university cost and not 
the actual amount payable across all 
fields and levels. I anticipate that this 
document will aid you in your drive 
towards university life. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Michael Oghenenyoreme Jules, 
M.Ed. (In V.) 
Department of Vocational and Technology 
Education,  
Faculty of Education, 
Niger Delta University 
+2348060699054 
+2348050706635 
www.admissionsandutme.com 
miklestheory@gmail.com 
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Introduction 

So many students are unaware of the cost implications of schooling in a 
University. To them, things will fall into places when the time come, hence, they 
do not give adequate planning a thought. Consequently, there has been numerous 
cases of school dropouts, diferments and high rate of academic failures as a result 
of poor educational funding. The fact remains that in the real life, nothing will 
grow without adequate planning and attention. Many students put their hopes on 
that uncle that has his own family responsibilities. Many female students has 
automatically turned to private prostitutes just to sponsor themselves in school. 
They beg from one boy to another; meanwhile, the boys will only give whence 
they get or expect to get something in return. In fact, the consequences of not 
understanding the cost implications of schooling in a University is very significant. 

In this publication however, the purpose is to identify the various activities and 
processes that incur financial expenses and to aggregate all to arrive at a reasonable 
total as the overall cost for University expenditure. Again, an instance (Case study) 
of the Niger Delta University is used in this paper. 

Expenditure Antecedents 

Although University expenditure starts at home, these set of expenses will not be 
added to the overall cost. Nevertheless, it is imperative to elucidate these 
antecedents to enable newcomers plan well. Immediately after a student leaves the 
secondary school, the next step toward University pursuit is JAMB application. In 
the 2018/2019 Jamb application, the average total cost amongst various CBTs was 
N6,500. It should be noted that some CBTs charged lesser, while others charged 
higher. Thus, the cost used here is just an average of several CBTs charges. 

From The Very Beginning 

1. Post UTME Application Cost and Past Questions and Answers (N7,000) 

The very first expense in monetary terms that admission applicants expend to the 
Niger Delta University is Post UTME application charge. Although the total cost 
that the NDU took in this current session (2018/2019) was N4,000 (N2,000 for the 
form and N2,000 for system charge), both café charges well up to N6,000. Add 
past question fees of N1,000, you will arrive at N7,000. 

2. Admission Follow-up Cost (N5,000) 
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Normally, you do not really pay anyone money to get admission, nevertheless, you 
will need to follow your admission up. Immediately you hear that first batch has 
been released (in JAMB website), you will need to check with your phone. 
Sometimes, you will have to visit the café regularly to check for those without 
good android phones. Sometimes, you will have to re-upload your o’level result 
again if the first one you uploaded during the JAMB registration is not reflecting in 
the portal. A whole lots of calling, chatting, browsing occurs in this period. Hence, 
it is estimated that the sum of N5,000 only will be used to cover all expenses at this 
stage. 

Clearance Charges; After Admission (N65,000 for Acceptance + N16,000 for 
Online Clearance) (N81,000) 

The NDU acceptance fee is N30,000 for all undergraduate 100 level, while for 
Direct Entry students, it is N100,000 for Law, N70,000 for Basic Medical Science 
and N50,000 for all other Faculties. What is expected here is to add the highest 
Acceptance fee to the lowest fee and divide by 2. Therefore, 100,000+30,000 = 
130,000/2 = 65,000. 

Again, the total charges during the online clearance is N16,000. This charge 
consist of Jamb admission letter and result, document upload fee, acceptance fee 
payment charge, attestation letters, etc. It is as displayed in figure 1 below: 
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Fig. 1: NDU Admission Online clearance cost

Transportation (N8,250)

To get the total transportation cost to and fro the clearance period, we have to add 
up the highest amount paid by students coming 
students coming from Yenagoa. For some students coming from Abuja and the far 
North, their coming and going May well up to N15,000 and above. While Yenagoa 
will take a mere N1,500 and above. Therefore, 15,000+1500 = 16,500

Internal School Processing (Second Clearance)

Immediately after the clearance
registrations. These includes courses enrolments, 
X-ray/medicals, skill acquisition,
refer to figure 2 below: 
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NDU Admission Online clearance cost (2018/2019) 

) 

To get the total transportation cost to and fro the clearance period, we have to add 
up the highest amount paid by students coming from afar with the amount paid by 
students coming from Yenagoa. For some students coming from Abuja and the far 
North, their coming and going May well up to N15,000 and above. While Yenagoa 
will take a mere N1,500 and above. Therefore, 15,000+1500 = 16,500

Internal School Processing (Second Clearance) (N26,000) 

Immediately after the clearance, students are required to 
registrations. These includes courses enrolments, Matric gown receipt processing, 

ray/medicals, skill acquisition, etc. The totality of these bills is N26,

schooling-in-the-

 

To get the total transportation cost to and fro the clearance period, we have to add 
from afar with the amount paid by 

students coming from Yenagoa. For some students coming from Abuja and the far 
North, their coming and going May well up to N15,000 and above. While Yenagoa 
will take a mere N1,500 and above. Therefore, 15,000+1500 = 16,500/2 = N8,250 

, students are required to do some basic 
Matric gown receipt processing, 

etc. The totality of these bills is N26,000. Please, 
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Fig. 2: NDU Extra fees payment cost

Miscellaneous Clearance/Photocopying 

At this point, we cannot totally figure out the total extravenous charges here, 
nevertheless, what we are sure of is that 
opening that will require money. For example, in the 2018/2019 (our sample 
model) session, we were told that in the Faculty of Law, students paid N9,000 
upon going to the Faculty for the first time. 
register with N500. They also take their x
pay N1,500 to register with the medical department. They go to the GST office to 
register their GST courses separately. They also go to the Bank to pay 
course enrolment to enable them write specific 
based. 

Accommodation (N110,000)

Accommodation varies in Amassoma. The average accommodation is N110,000. 
There are single room of N40,000
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Extra fees payment cost (2018/2019) 

Miscellaneous Clearance/Photocopying Charges (N15,000) 

At this point, we cannot totally figure out the total extravenous charges here, 
nevertheless, what we are sure of is that students do a lot of registrations and file 
opening that will require money. For example, in the 2018/2019 (our sample 
model) session, we were told that in the Faculty of Law, students paid N9,000 
upon going to the Faculty for the first time. Students also go to the Library to 
register with N500. They also take their x-ray receipt to the sick bay where they 
pay N1,500 to register with the medical department. They go to the GST office to 
register their GST courses separately. They also go to the Bank to pay 
course enrolment to enable them write specific examinations 

(N110,000) 

Accommodation varies in Amassoma. The average accommodation is N110,000. 
There are single room of N40,000-N60,000. There are also self
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At this point, we cannot totally figure out the total extravenous charges here, 
students do a lot of registrations and file 

opening that will require money. For example, in the 2018/2019 (our sample 
model) session, we were told that in the Faculty of Law, students paid N9,000 

go to the Library to 
ray receipt to the sick bay where they 

pay N1,500 to register with the medical department. They go to the GST office to 
register their GST courses separately. They also go to the Bank to pay for a third 

 that are computer-

Accommodation varies in Amassoma. The average accommodation is N110,000. 
N60,000. There are also selfcon of N70,000-
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N180,000. However, for the purpose of getting a single amount to cover for 
accommodation, N110,000 is utilized.

There are also hostel accommodation options provided by the NDU management. 
Hostel accommodations cost between N20,000 
pin, hidden charges and café charges.
accommodations are not considered. Also bear in mind that in the N110,000 
accommodation above, two students can merge to pay for one rent. Subsidizing the 
rent to N55,000 for each student.
https://admissionsandutme.com/2018/11/21/housing
amassoma-hostels-and-off
in Amassoma. Also see ta
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However, for the purpose of getting a single amount to cover for 
accommodation, N110,000 is utilized. 

hostel accommodation options provided by the NDU management. 
Hostel accommodations cost between N20,000 – N22,000. This fees includes e
pin, hidden charges and café charges. However, in this paper, the hostel 
accommodations are not considered. Also bear in mind that in the N110,000 
accommodation above, two students can merge to pay for one rent. Subsidizing the 

o N55,000 for each student. For more information, visit 
https://admissionsandutme.com/2018/11/21/housing-accommodation

off-campus/ to see full publication on acc
able below: 

schooling-in-the-

However, for the purpose of getting a single amount to cover for 

hostel accommodation options provided by the NDU management. 
This fees includes e-

However, in this paper, the hostel 
accommodations are not considered. Also bear in mind that in the N110,000 
accommodation above, two students can merge to pay for one rent. Subsidizing the 

For more information, visit 
accommodation-plans-in-

commodation plans 
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School Fees (Year One) (N155,000) 

The lowest school fees in the Niger Delta University for year one is that of 
indigenes for Science, Education, Agriculture, Management Science, Social 
Science and Arts which is N110,000. The e-teller processing has been added to 
clearance cost above. However, the highest cost for school fees is that of Basic 
Medical Science (BMS) non indigenes which is currently pegged at N200,000. The 
average of these fees is N155,000. Although these average does not specify the 
fees for one particular area, it however, gives the parent/sponsor an idea of what to 
spend. 

School Fees (Year Two; Less N30,000) (N125,000) 

In year two, students will pay a fee which represents N30,000 less of what they 
paid in year one. This means that those who paid N200,000 in year one will then 
pay N170,000 in year two, N110,000 will be down to N90,000 

School Fees for Year Three (Will be Same as Year Two) (N125,000) 

From the look of things, management wants students to pay the same fees all 
through immediately after the fees dropped by N30,000 in year two. As it seems 
now, students MAY BE paying the same fees from year two till their graduation. 

School Fees for Year Four (Will be Same as Year Three) (N125,000) 

School fees from year four runs as same from year two. The school fees calculation 
is concluded at 400 level. Notwithstanding, individuals can calculate for additional 
expenses if their wards are offering 5-7 years courses. 

Total School Fees Payable For Four Years (530,000) 

Feeding and Personal Upkeep (N20,000/Month; N20,000x10months = 
N200,000 Yearly) (N200,000 x 4years = 800,000) 

In the university, parents must understand that for their wards to live and perform 
well, a bit of comfort is needed. Hence, personal upkeep and handouts must be 
standardized to attain expected performance. Over here, many parents pay their 
wards fees through our accounts. Some give a handout of N50,000 monthly to their 
children, others give N30,000, still some give N20,000 while at the bottom level, 
the lower class parents give N10,000. From our office, we recommend a monthly 
handout of N30,000 even though we estimated for N20,000. This fee contains 
feeding, textbooks, clothing, health and any other academically related fees. 
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However, most parents will want their wards to use such monthly allowance for 
feeding only and also bear responsibility for any textbooks, clothing, health and 
any other academically related charges. In this paper, I estimate a total monthly fee 
of 10 months because of the erratic nature of the NDU academic calendar in recent 
years. Therefore, it is expected that the student will be at home for two months all 
through the year. 

Textbooks and Materials (Estimated N112,000) 

In the University, materials for learning are very imperative. No school can be 
standardized without adequate learning materials. The only problem is that in most 
universities, the costs of textbooks are exorbitant. It is therefore, exigent that 
school administration regulates the cost of books sold. Here, I have estimated for 
an average of 7 courses per semester. Note however, that some courses offer up to 
12 courses while some offer below 7 courses. Hence, what I estimated here is just 
an average of courses but dragged down a little because not all teachers 
recommend textbooks. Some teachers already developed learning materials for 
their courses. Again, the textbooks are estimated at N2,000 each, even though 
some sell for up to 5,000. Thus, N2,000 x 7courses = N14,000 x 2 semesters = 
N28,000. N28,000 x 4 levels = N112,000. 

Clearance (For Graduating Students - N26,500 + N5,000 additional estimated 
charges) (N31,500) 

Students who just graduated are expected to pay for original certificate and 
convocation fee of N19,500 and N2,000 café processing fee, making it N21,500. 
Also, Alumni fee is N3,000 with N20,000 processing fee, totaling N5,000. This 
amounts to N26,500. Again, at the department and faculty levels, graduating 
students also have to pay several petty fees ranging from N1,000 and above. I have 
estimated a total of N5,000 for these charges. 
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Total and Conclusion 

Post UTME Application Cost and Past Questions and Answers   7,000 
Admission Follow-up Cost        5,000 
Clearance Charges; After Admission       81,000 
Transportation          8,250 
Internal School Processing (Second Clearance)     26,000 
Miscellaneous Clearance/Photocopying Charges     15,000 
Accommodation          110,000 
Total School Fees Payable For Four Years      530,000 
Feeding and Personal Upkeep        800,000 
Textbooks and Materials         112,000 
Clearance (For Graduating Students)      31,500 
Total:          1,725,750 
Estimated Cost Per Year:       431,437 
 
Parents and guardians should understand one thing here. All expenses here are 
tangible estimate of what is obtained in the university. Therefore, rich parents may 
decide to do more, while lower class parents can manage themselves and the total 
money spent will not be up to this estimate. This is just how the reader is expected 
to view this document. There is no requirement that all students must pay up to the 
amount estimated here. Every parent/student must live a life in accordance with 
their pocket. 
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Appendix I 

NDU School Fees Schedule as downloaded from www.ndufees.com for 
2017/2018 session. No bulletin was released for the 2018/2019 session 

 


